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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f be a bounded function on the real line IF!. One may charac- 
terize the structural properties off by the modulus of smoothness 
w(t,f) = sup{lf (4 -f( y)l; x, y E 08, Ix - y I < t>, and, if w(t) is a 
continuous nondecreasing function of t > 0 such that w(O) = 0, by 
the Lipschitz class Lip(w) which is the set of all continuous functions 
such that su~~<~<i w(t, f)/o(t) < 00. It is possible to extend this 
definition to functions defined on arbitrary metric spaces, especially to 
Riemannian manifolds. Indeed, if p denotes the metric induced 
by the Riemannian connection on the manifold M, then w(t,f) = 
sup{1 f (P) - f (q)l ;P, Q E M, P( p, (I) < t> and Li pb) is a well defined 
subspace of C(M), the space of continuous functions on M. (For 
definitions and properties concerning manifolds we refer to Helgason 
[91)* 
The aim of this paper is to define and characterize higher order 
Lipschitz spaces on compact manifolds. There are several ways to 
introduce such concepts. For instance, if M is a Lie group with 
unit element e, having a right and left invariant Riemannian metric p, 
one may proceed as on the real line and define the r-th modulus 
of smoothness of the bounded function f by 
w,(t,f)=sup ~~~(-l)‘-lj;)f(p4L)I;ptM,p(e,~)~t. 
/1 I 
Higher order Lipschitz spaces can then be defined as the set of contin- 
uous bounded functions f on M such that s~p,,<~<r q.(t, f )/w(t) < CO, 
where o(t) is again a continuous nondecreasing function of t > 0 with 
w(O) = 0. If one notes that q can be represented by q = exp p(e, q)X, 
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where X is an element of the Lie algebra of M and exp denotes the 
exponential mapping on M, and that y,(s) = p exp sX is a geodesic 
emanating from p and parametrized by the arc length, on the group M 
one can equivalently define 
where the supremum is extended over all p E M, all geodesics yp 
emanating from p and parametrized by arc length s, 1 s / < t. This 
definition may be extended to any complete Riemannian manifold 
(but has not been carried out as far as the authors are aware). However, 
in this paper we prefer an approach to the definition of higher order 
Lipschitz spaces using methods of functional analysis. They will be 
defined as intermediate spaces of Banach spaces of differentiable 
functions on M which are generated by the K-functional (due to 
J. Peetre, compare Butzer-Berens [2]) as sketched below. 
Let Xi, X, be two Banach spaces with norms 11 * IIx,, ]I 7 jlx, such 
that X, is continuously embedded in X, , i.e. there exists a constant c 
such that ]lfllx, < c 11 f/Ix, for all f E X, . A Banach space X is said 
to be an intermediate space of X, and X, if X, C X C Xi and the 
inclusions are continuous. For every f E X, the functional defined 
for t > 0 by 
Wf, XI 9 X8) = Wlf - g IIx, + t II g IIxJ, (1.1) 
where the infimum is extended over all g E X, , is a norm 
on X, called the K-functional. Let w(t) be a function such that 
sup,,,,,,[t/w(t)] < co. The space 
is a Banach space under the norm 
Ilf II w.K = ,,zyl PW,f, XI , Xz)/w(t)l 
such that X, C (Xi , Xz)w,k C X, , i.e. an intermediate space of X, 
and X, . 
If K E N (the set of nonnegative integers), then one defines G(M) 
to be the space of K-times continuously differentiable functions on M. 
A function f is called K-times continuously differentiable on M if 
the composition f o v-l is K-times continuously differentiable on p’(U) 
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for every chart (U, p’) of M. G(M) becomes a Banach space if it is 
normed by means of a special atlas (see Section 3) and the inclusion 
C”(M) c C(M) is continuous for every k, r E N. 
The intermediate spaces (CL(M), G+?(M)),,, , where w has to 
obey some restrictions, are the Lipschitz spaces we wish to consider 
here. If one considers the K-functional of a function f with respect 
to the Banach spaces G(M) and P+r(M), one is led to the r-th 
moduli of smoothness of the derivatives of the compositions f 0 y-l, 
where (77, v) is a chart of the aforesaid special atlas. Indeed, by 
Theorem 3 to follow, both concepts are, roughly speaking, equivalent. 
Thus one obtains an equivalent definition of a local nature of our 
Lipschitz spaces. Here the local structure of a function is essential 
(using charts), whereas the first mentioned approach would be of 
a global nature (not making use of charts). But it can be shown in the 
case K = 0, Y = 1 (see Ragozin [15]) that the (local) Lipschitz spaces 
defined using charts are equal to the (global) Lipschitz spaces Lip(w). 
In Section 4 our approach enables us to characterize the Lipschitz 
spaces by Jackson and Bernstein-type theorems which generalize 
such theorems in Ragozin [16] and Johnen [l I]. Furthermore, using 
methods developed by Butzer-Scherer [4], [5] we obtain embedding 
theorems for particular Lipschitz spaces. 
In Section 5 we give other characterizations of Lipschitz spaces 
on the m-sphere with the aid of spherical means using methods of 
approximation theory. Defining a generalized Laplacian L one obtains 
the equivalence of special Lipschitz spaces with intermediate spaces 
generated by the domains (provided with suitable norms) of powers 
of the Laplacian L. 
We write [w+ for the set of nonnegative elements of 02, and EP, Nm 
denotes the m-fold Cartesian product of R, N. An element x of Rm 
is written in coordinates by x = (xl,..., xrn) and 1 x 1 is defined by 
) x 1 = (zzi (~+)~)r/~. The vectors e, E E’P, 1 < E < m, are the unit 
vectors in the directions of the coordinate axes, i.e. the coordinates 
of e, are given by e;i = St, 6,i being the Kronecker symbol. If 
p = p,..., pm> E N”, f o 11 owing the multiindex notation, l/3 / = CEr p, 
p! = /-p! *a* p. ai stands for the differential operator a/&8, whereas 
as denotes the operator at' ..a ar. If f is a bounded function on the 
manifold M, then as usual 11 f/I = supPEM [ f( p)l. The set of con- 
tinuous functions on M, C(M), is sometimes denoted by Co(M), 
and Cm(M) = nksN U(M). Finally, QO stands for the set of inner 
points of subset Q of a topological space M; all constants having 
the same index may be different except when they occur in the same 
theorem or proof. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we shall state some more or less well known defini- 
tions and facts on moduli of smoothness of functions defined on the 
entire UP or some m-dimensional convex subset thereof. The results 
are needed to prove Theorem 3, one of our main theorems in the 
following sections. 
Let f be a function on a convex subset Q C [Wm. For h E W, r E N, 
the r-th difference off is defined by 
&,‘f(x) = f: (-1)‘~” ( s)f(~ + kh) 
k=O 
(2.1) 
provided x and x + rh are in Q. If f is bounded on Q, then 
w&f, Q> = sup{1 4YWl; x, x + rh ~$2, I h I B t> 
is called the r-th modulus of smoothness off on Q. 
(2.2) 
LEMMA 1. c&t, f, Q) is a nondecreasing function oft >, 0 satisfying 
4, f, 8) G 2k~r-k@, f, PI (0 < k < r) (2.3a) 
w,(nt, f, 8) d nrw,(t, f> Q2> (n E N), (2.3b) 
4&f, Q) < (1 + 4’ 4,f, 8) (A > 0). (2.3~) 
If Q’ is a convex subset of the convex set Q C Rm such that the boundaries 
of Q’ and Q lie at a distance 17 apart, then there exists a constant ~(7, I) 
depending only on 7, r (and not on f) such that for 0 < t < 1 
If f E Ck(Q) and all d erivatives of order k off are bounded on Q, then 
w&f, 8) < tk C ; w,-& @f, Q) (k < r). 
Il3j=k ’ 
(2.5) 
Proof. The arguments leading to the inequalities (2.3) and (2.5) 
follow directly as in the one-dimensional case. To prove (2.4) one 
observes (see Timan [18, p. 1051) that for 0 < t < q/r there exists 
a constant ~‘(7, r) satisfying 
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for 0 < t < q/r. Thus if T/Y > 1, (2.4) is a direct consequence of 
this inequality and (2.3a). If however T/Y < 1, then Q/Y < q/r for 
0 < t < 1, and it follows by (2.3~) that 
w&f, 9’) d (1 + $)’ ~7 (t -f- , fl 8’) 
The integral on the right side of this inequality is equal to 
(y/d” J: ~-~-~wr+l(urlly, f, Q) du, and hence (2.4) follows by the 
monotonicity of w,+i(u, f, Q). 
COROLLARY 1. If Q’ is a convex subset of the convex set Q C [Wm 
such that the boundaries of Q’ and Q lie at a distance 77 apart, then 
there exist constants c,(q Y, k), c&v, r, k) such that 
wr(t, f Q') < cltp [ms If (x)l + I] ++$;f ‘) du] (0 < t d 1)s (2.6) 
t’cw,(t, f, Q’) d 4tr+lc zyi I fW + wr+& f, Q)l (0 < t < 1). (2.7) 
Proof. The proof of (2.6) follows by an iterated application of 
(2.4), whereas (2.7) is a consequence of (2.6) if one observes that 
by (2.3~) 
J- l ++k(u, ft Q) t UT+1 du < w,+& f, Q) j-’ (; + +)r+* ilk--l du. t 
Remark 1. If Q’ = Q = BP, then the formulas in (2.4) and (2.6) 
remain valid. 
LEMMA 2. If the function 5 belongs to CT(W) and all its derivatives 
up to the order Y are bounded, then there exists a constant ~(7, Y, -$) 
such that for every bounded function f on 
Qs={x~5P;jx~I <6,1 <i<m} 
and 0 < t < 1 (0 < 7 < 6) 
wr(t, tf, Be-n) < 471, y, 5)P’ ~28~ If WI + w&f, Qe)l- (2.8) 
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Proof. By induction one can show that 
Thus 
for all x E Qbn and 1 h 1 < t such that x + rh E Qa-,, . The conclusion 
follows at once by applying (2.5) to wk(t, E, UP) and (2.7) to 
tkw,k(t, f, Qd. 
Not only the ordinary modulus of smoothness is used to charac- 
terize function classes on Rm but often also mixed partial moduli of 
smoothness. If f is a bounded function on !JP, then for y E W, 
u E IIP, u = (al,..., CT”) one defines 
The function q,(t, f, UP) is called the mixed partial modulus of 
smoothness of order y. Analogous to the usual modulus of smoothness 
we have 
LEMMA 3. wy(t, f, UP) is a nondecreasing function in t >, 0 satis- 
fying 
There is a very close connection between w,(t, f, W) and the functions 
4t,f, Rrn)7 I Y I = Y, stated in the following 
LEMMA 4. If f is a bounded function on Rm, then 
and there exists a constant C(Y) such that for I y ( = Y 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
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Proof. For (2.12) in the case m = 2 see Timan [18, p. 1141. Con- 
cerning (2.13), specializing a more general result of J. H. B. Kemperman 
(written communication) one obtains that for h, ,..., h, E [Wm 
A hl a.1 Ah,f(x) = c 
{il....‘ik) 
(-I)” AThil,i,-...--hilc,inf(x + hi, + -*- + hi,), 
the sum being extended over all nonvoid subsets {ii ,..., ik} of the set 
{L..., r}. If 1 h, 1 < t, i = l)...) r, one concludes readily by (2.3~) 
and thus the proof is complete. 
3. LIPSCHITZIAN CLASSES OF FUNCTIONS ON COMPACT MANIFOLDS 
One aim of the paper is to give a definition of Lipschitz spaces 
on compact manifolds. As such a manifold is in general not a group, 
nor has a suitable transformation group, a characterization of the 
smoothness of a function f on M does not seem possible by means 
of “global” higher order differences of f (compare Johnen [ll]). 
But on the torus as well as on R one could define higher Lipschitz 
spaces equivalently as intermediate spaces of the Banach spaces Ck 
and Ck+r ( corn p are Butzer-Berens [2, p. 1941). This latter definition 
will serve as a model for the definition of Lipschitz spaces on 
manifolds. 
Thus we shall consider C(M), the space of r-times continuously 
differentiable functions on the manifold M. As the differentiability 
off on M is defined by means of charts, it is reasonable to make 
the spaces G(M) into Banach spaces by means of charts. Let M be 
a compact manifold. By the compactness and the maximality of the 
differentiable structure of M (compare Johnen [ll]) there exists a 
set of charts U satisfying 
(i) u = ((& ,A; i E I> is an atlas of M with a 
finite index set I, 
(ii) there exists a 8 > 0, depending on U, such that 
Q,={~EW; Jxjj <6}CFi(Ut)foraZZiEI, 
(iii) M = uisl &(Qso). 
03 
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Forf E C’(M) we may define a norm with the aid of such an atlas U by 
(3.1) 
By arguments familiar in Euclidian spaces and the chain rule of 
differentiation one obtains (cf. Johnen [l 11) 
THEOREM 1. Let U satisfy (E). Th e s ace of functions C’(M) becomes p 
a Banach space under the norm 11 - 11:. Furthermore, if 23 is any other 
atlas satisfying (E), then there are constants c,(U, !D), c&l, 113) such that 
Cl Ilfll,” d Ilfll; d cp Il.fll,“~ 
i.e. the norms are equivalent. 
(3.2) 
Specializing the K-functional in (1 .I) one defines for the Banach 
spaces CL(M) and Ck+r(M), normed by (3.1), 
K%f, k, h + 7) = WllfI II,” + t IIf Il,U,,h (3.3) 
where the infimum is taken over all fi E C?(M) and fi E C+?(M) 
such that fi + f2 = f. Following Peetre [14] (compare Butzer-Berens 
[2, p. 1941) we now define Lipschitz spaces as intermediate spaces 
of the Banach spaces Ck(M) and Ck+r(M). 
DEFINITION. Let H, , 7 E IV, be the set of continuous and 
bounded functions w from Rf into R+ such that w(O) = 0 and 
supO< t<l [P/co(t)] < co. Then for w E H, 
Lip”(w, r) = {f E Ck(M); SUP W(t’,f, k k + 7)/4)1 -==c =+ (3.4) 
o<ta 
We have to show that Lipk( w, 7) does not depend on the special 
atlas U. This is given by 
THEOREM 2. Lipk(w, r) is a Banach space of functions with respect 
to the norm 
ll~ll:u.r = ozc, [Kx’(Cf, k k + 7>/491. (3.5) 
Furthermore, if %J satis$es (E), then there are constants cI(U, %), 
cz(U, 23) such that 
580/7i2-3 
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Proof. The norm properties are evident, the completeness follows 
by the very definition of Lipk(w, Y) and the fact that every norm- 
summable sequence is summable (compare Butzer-Berens [2, p. 1661). 
The equivalence of the norms follows by (3.2) which shows that 
Ku and K5 are equivalent norms on G(M). 
The properties of Lipschitz spaces as intermediate spaces will 
depend on the norms with which the spaces F(M) and Ck+‘(M) 
are provided because the K-functional depends on these norms. The 
following theorem gives a connection between the Ku-functional 
for the spaces Ck(M) and P+?(M) and the moduli of smoothness 
of the derivatives of the functions f o y;’ on the charts. 
THEOREM 3. Let U satisfy (E). There exist constants ci(U, k, r), 
c&I, K, I) such that for 0 < t < 1 
KUW, k, k + r) < cz [fl ll~llf + C c 4, ?fvG’,Qa)]. (3.8) 
&I ISl=k 
Proof. The proof of (3.7) follows along the standard pattern 
(compare Butzer-Berens [2, p. 1931). Concerning (3.8), we just prove 
the case K = 0. By the definition of KU(t, f, 0, r) it follows that for 
f = c,, fi 
K% f, 0, r> < c K% fi , 0, I). 
iSI 
Therefore the proof would be complete if one can find functions 
fd whose sum is f such that for a certain constant c(U, Y) 
KU(f,.fi , 0, r) d cP+ llfll + d&f0 d, Qdl. w 
If U satisfies (E), then there exists an 17 > 0 such that (compare 
Johnen [ 111) 
M = U d(QkJ 
ifl 
We choose a partition of unity for this open covering of M, 
1 = Cw & , such that the carrier of & is contained in ~~1(Q,+2n), 
i E I, and define fi = &f. 
Now let 
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and 
-g&x) = u-mr 
be two functions on IF. If 0 < cv2 &< 7, then 
The function fi can be represented by 
where 
h(P) = (f,(P) --fdPN +f&% 
By definition, 
Since IIf* -fd,,, II = supXERm I g,(x) - g&)1 for small 0, by (3.10) 
we can proceed to estimate 11 fJ,o II,“. By the chain rule one concludes 
that there exist constants c,(U, t), c&l, r) such that 
cs Ilfi.0 II,” G c SUP I ?g&)l < c4 II fi.a II,“. 
IEq<r rep 
(3.11) 
But by the definition of g&x), (2.11), and (2.13) 
Using Remark 1 and (2.7) one obtains for 0 < or2 fi< r] 
’ I as&,,(x>l G $lp @-%J’ II & II + QJ’ g, P Rrnll 
= c;Bl,ru-‘[u’ II gi II + w~(u, g< 1 Q&l* 
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Now regard (3.10), observe that 11 gi I/ < lifil, and put u = t. Then 
for 0 < t < q/r2 z/mby (3.11) and (2.8) 
KUWi > 0, ~1 < c’[t’IlfII + 4t,fo vi’, Qdl. (3.12) 
The estimate (3.9) follows by (3.12) if one proceeds as in the proof 
of (2.4), extending inequality (3.12) to all t in 0 < t < 1 while using 
(2.3~). 
From this theorem one deduces at once 
COROLLARY 2. Let U s&i@(E). Then 
Lip”(w, Y) = {fe C”(M); SUP kJ& 8 a 9Ji', &J/4)1 < a, i E 1, I B I = k} 
o<t<1 
(3.13) 
and Lipk(w, Y) becomes a Banach space under the norm 
Moreover, if !I3 satisfies (E), then there are positive constants 
c,(u, !& k, r), c2(U, %I), k, r) such that 
Cl lllf 1lliL.T G lllf IlliL G c2 lllf IlliLT * (3.15) 
Thus we obtained the connection with the definition of Lipschitz 
spaces introduced above and those considered in Ragozin [16] and 
Johnen [II]. The Lipschitz spaces Lipk(w, r) in the latter papers are 
defined by (3.13), and the main problem there was to show that 
the definition of the Banach norm on Lipk(w, Y) defined by (3.14) 
satisfies (3.15), or, what is equivalent, that the spaces Lipk(w, r) do 
not depend on the particular atlas U satisfying (E). In the case r = 1 
this is obvious, whereas for the case r = 2 D. L. Ragozin (see [16]) 
remarked that he was not able to prove this fact. The case r = 2 
was subsequently treated by one of the authors in [I I]. But the 
methods used there cannot be extended to the general case. With 
the methods of this paper (3.15) follows easily for arbitrary r by 
Theorems 3 and 2. 
Remark 2. One can replace the cubes Qs, Qs.+, , or QB-sn in all 
definitions and statements by Q, Qi , or Q2 , where Q, Q1 , Q2 are 
compact m-dimensional convex subsets such that Qz C Q1 C Q and 
the boundaries of Q and Qr as well as Qr and Q2 lie at a distance 7 
apart. 
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4. DIRECT AND INVERSE THEOREMS ON BEST APPROXIMATION 
OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS ON COMPACT MANIFOLDS 
In this section we shall first derive a Jackson theorem. This is 
achieved by postulating an inequality of Jackson’s type. Furthermore, 
a Bernstein inequality will be assumed for the approximating system 
in order to deduce a Bernstein-type theorem as well as some equivalent 
assertions which contain theorems of M. Zamansky and S. B. SteEkin. 
Let 9 C C”(M) satisfy, 
9 = UssN 9s 9 where YS C Cm(M) is a finite dimensional 
linear subspace, (Pl) 
gS C 9S+l for all s E N and G$ is the space spanned by the 
function P = 1. Pd 
The best approximation of a continuous function f by elements of 
q8 may now be defined by 
E,(f) = Wf - P, II; P, E Z’s>. 
By the classical theory of best approximation (compare Cheney 
[6, p. 201) this infimum is attained by an element Ps*(f) which 
need not necessarily be unique. For the Jackson-type theorem we 
need the following 
DEFINITION. Let 9’ satisfy (Pi) and (Pz), and let U be an atlas of 
M having property (E). 9 is said to be a Jackson-system on M if 
for each r E N there exists a constant c(r, U) such that f E C’(M) 
implies 
&(f 1 < 4~s ws + l>--’ Ilf II?. (J) 
THEOREM 4. Let B be a Jackson-system on M. There exists a 
constant c(k, r, U) such that 
E,(f) d c(k, r, U)(s + I)-” K’((s + l)+, f, k h + r). (4-l) 
Proof. For every fi E C”+‘(M) one has %,(f 1 G -qf - fi) + -K(fi). 
Making use of the inequality (J) for k and k + T the theorem follows 
by the definition of KU(tr, f, k, k + r) since fi was arbitrary.l 
r If one postulates the inequality (J) but for a tied r E N, Y > 1, then there exists 
a constant c(r, A, u) such that E,(f) < C(Y, R, II) (s + 1)-k Ilfljp forf E Ck(M), k Q r. 
Indeed, for each g E CL(M) one has tr l/f jl + &I wr(t, f 0 y;‘, Q) < (1 + 27 card I) 
[Ilf -g II + tk II g 11~1, and by Theorem 3 and the definition of the K-functional 
K(t’,f, 0, r) < c,,~ K(P, f, 0, k), 0 < t < 1, for some constant c,,~. 
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COROLLARY 3. Let B be a Jackson-system on M and let U satisfy (E). 
(a) There exists a constant c(k, r, U) such that for every 
f E Lipk(w, I) 
K(f) < c(k I, W(s + l)-‘w((s + I)-‘1 llfll~u., . (4.2) 
(b) There exists a constant C(Y, U) such that for every f E C(M) 
E,(f) < c(y, U) [(s + l)+llfll + C 4s + l)-?fo ~8 QP,]. (4.3) 
iEI 
Proof. The inequality (4.2) follows immediately by (4.1) and (3.5), 
whereas (4.3) is a consequence of (4.1) and (3.8) for k = 0. 
Now let M be a compact m-dimensional submanifold of [w”, 
n > m, and 9$ , s E N, the set of restrictions of algebraic polynomials 
of degree s in W to M. Here an algebraic polynomial is said to be 
of degree s if it is a linear combination of polynomials homogeneous 
of degree <s. (For other possible definitions in this respect compare 
Johnen [lo]). If U is an arbitrary atlas satisfying (E), then 9’ = UseN g8 
is a Jackson-system on M (see Ragozin [16] or Johnen [l 11) and 
one deduces from Corollary 3(b). 
COROLLARY 4. Under the preceding hypothesis, to each r E IV there 
exists a constant C(Y, U) such that for f E C(M) 
qf) < C(Y, u) [(s + I)-' llfli + C w,((s + 1)-W vi-l, Ql,]. (4.4) id 
Corollary 4 is a far reaching generalization of corresponding theorems 
of Ragozin [16] and Johnen [l 11. It is applicable to the approximation 
of continuous functions on the classical manifolds such as the 
n-dimensional torus or the unitary group U(n) (see [ 16, 111). 
Corresponding to the classical theorem of S. N. Bernstein we will 
now give an inverse theorem for best approximation on compact 
manifolds. 
DEFINITION. Let B C C”(M) b e a set of functions satisfying (Pr) 
and (Pz), and let U have the property (E). B is said to be a Bernstein- 
system on M if to each I E N there exists a constant d(r, U) such that 
II p, IIF < e, UN + 1)’ II pa II (Pa E a-” (B) 
* The property (B) is independent of the special choice of the atlas U satisfying (E) 
since the norms [I * IIF, 11 . /IF are equivalent for different atlases II and B by Theorem 1. 
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With this inequality using the classical methods of proof one 
obtains the following theorem of Bernsteinian type. 
THEOFEM 5. Let 9 be a Bernstein system on M, and let U satisfy (E). 
If o is a continuous nondecreasing function of t > 0 such that 
sf, o(u)u-k-l du < co, 0 < t < 1, and 2$(f) < o((s + 1)-l), then 
there exists a constant c(k, r, U) such that 
KU(t’,f, k, k + ~1 
< c(k, Y, U) [tr 11 f 11 + s:, w(u)z+-l du + tr ,: ~(u)u+‘-~ du]. (4.5) 
Proof. If one representsf by f = fr f fi , wheref, = f - Pa+%(f), 
fi = P$+a(f ), and j is chosen such that 2j < t-l < 2j+i, then by (B) 
Since w is monotone one concludes (see Butzer-Nessel [3]) 11 fi j\z < 
d”(k, U) Ji W(U)U-k--l du. To estimate the norm 11 fa I[;+, one observes 
that by (B) as above 
Thus again by the monotonicity of o one has 
IL& II:++7 G d’(k + ~3 U) [tlfll + ,; 4+-k-7-1 du], 
and the conclusion follows by the definition of the K’-functional. 
If one chooses in particular W(U) = O(ua), I( + 0, then one obtains 
COROLLARY 5. Let 0 < k < cx < k + Y and l&(f) = O(s*), and 
suppose 9 is a Bernstein system on M. For every U satisfying (E) 
KU@‘, f, k, k + I) = O(rk), t + 0. 
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DEFINITION. A set 9 C C”(M) is said to be a Jackson-Bernstein 
system on M if it is not only a Jackson but also a Bernstein-system 
on M. 
If w(t) = P, 0 < n < Y, Corollaries 3(a) and 5 reveal that if there 
exists a Jackson-Bernstein system on M, then the statements 
f E Lb+, 4 and supsal saEs(f) < 00 are equivalent. These are the 
contents of the theorems of Jackson and Bernstein valid on the 
one dimensional torus. Recently (see Butzer and Scherer [4], [5]) it 
was shown that the assertions of the theorems of M. Zamansky and 
S. B. Ste6kin concerning best approximation by trigonometric 
polynomials on the unit circle are equivalent to those of the theorems 
of Jackson and Bernstein. This remains true for best approximation 
on the n-dimensional torus (see Johnen [lo]). As a matter of fact, 
the equivalence of these four theorems is a property common to 
all Jackson-Bernstein systems on compact manifolds. This is given 
by the following: 
THEOREM 6. Let w&t) = t”, 0 < 01, and 9 be a Jackson-Bernstein 
system on M. The following expressions are equivalent norms for the 
space Lip(w, , Y), Y > 01: 
(4 llfll + ;;R 0 + 1)” W), 
(b) llfll + SIR (s + lTk llf - C*C.f)II: (k < 4, 
(y’ > 4, 
(4 sup tk-aKU(tr’,f, k k + r’) = Ilfllk,~,-k,,r~ (0 -=c a - k < y’), o<ta 
Proof. The equivalence of the assertions (a)-(c) follows imme- 
diately from a general theorem due to Butzer and Scherer [5]. The 
other equivalences follow by Theorems 4, 5, and Corollary 2. 
We remark that the equivalence of (d)-(f) also follows in view of 
the stability properties of the K-functional (compare Butzer and 
Scherer [4, p. 31 ff.]) and C orollary 2. Here we have established these 
equivalences under the suppositions that Jackson-Bernstein systems 
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are prescribed. But such systems exist on every manifold diffeomor- 
phic to a homogeneous space G/K, where G is a compact Lie group 
and K is a closed subgroup of G. Then by a theorem of Mostow [12] 
there exists an equivariant embedding of the manifold G/K in some 
IV, where the restrictions of the algebraic polynomials serve as a 
Jackson-Bernstein system (see Ragozin [ 161). 
5. APPROXIMATION BY FINITE SUMS OF SPHERICAL HARMONICS 
AND CLASSES OF FUNCTIONS ON THE ~-SPHERE 
In this section we shall apply the results of the last section to 
the approximation by linear combinations of spherical harmonics 
on the particular manifold of the unit m-sphere. Furthermore, we 
shall establish an approximation theorem not based on the previous 
sections and use it in connection with a Bernstein-type inequality 
in order to compare function spaces on the unit sphere. 
Let Q, = {X E IV+l; 1 x 1 = l} be the m-dimensional unit sphere 
in l!P+l, its points denoted by p. If H,(X) is a homogeneous polynomial 
of degree s in m + 1 dimensions which satisfies 
AH,(x) = 0, 
where A = Cyz51 8 i2, then the restriction of H, to Sz, denoted by H, , 
too, is called a spherical harmonic of order s. The class of spherical 
harmonics of order s is of course a finite dimensional linear subspace 
of P(sZ,) and is denoted by yt”, . 
Let us write Q instead of Sz, if there is no danger of confusion. 
If do is the rotation invariant surface element of S, then the scalar 
product 
(f, g> = v-l 1, f(P) i?(P) do(P), (5-l) 
of f, g E L2(sZ, do), where v = sn do, makes L2(Q, do) into a Hilbert 
space. By Green’s formula it turns out (compare Miiller [13]) that 
spherical harmonics of different order are orthogonal to another. 
If P8 denotes the set of restrictions of algebraic polynomials in 
W+l of degree <s to 52 and g8”,’ the orthogonal subspace to P8 with 
respect to (5.1), then following Seeley [17] (see also Ragozin [15]) 
we have 
LEMMA 5. Zs = Psdsn 9:-l and every restriction of an algebraic 
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polynomial of degree s to 52 is a linear combination of spherical harmonics 
of order <s, i.e. 
If one defines the best approximation off by linear combinations 
of spherical harmonics of order <s by 
Mf) = inf Ilf-P,II;P,E&-%, / i=l I 
then by this lemma and the remarks leading to Corollary 4 the set 
of functions {& Zi , s E N} is a Jackson-system on 52. Furthermore, 
by Corollary 4 the direct approximation theorem holds: 
THEOREM 7. Let U satisfy (E) for A4 = G’. There exists a constant 
c(r, U) such that for each f E C(Q) 
E,(f) d c(r, u> ](s + I)-’ llfll + C w,((s + l>-‘Jo 6’s Qs$ (5.3) 
ia 
In order to visualize this theorem let us give an example of an 
atlas satisfying (E). If p, = (1, 0 ,..., 0), pa = (-1,O ,..., 0) denote 
the two opposite points of fi on the xl-axes, and U, = D \ { pl}, 
Ua = Q \ {p,}, then U = {(U, , yi), (U, , p?a)} is an atlas satisfying 
(E), where vi ,qs are the stereographic projections of Sz from p, , p, 
into the plane x l = 0 defined by yi( p) = (1 - x1)-l(x2,..., xm+l), 
y2( p) = (1 + x1)-l(x2 ,..., xm+l) ( p = (x1 ,..., xm+l), 1 x I = 1). The 
cube Q8 in (E) is given for instance by 6 = 3. Remark 2 gives one 
a number of other atlases, for instance those arising by parallel 
projections or by introducing polar coordinates. 
To deduce a Bernstein inequality we note that Sz can be iden- 
tified (compare Chevalley [7]) with the homogeneous space 
SO(m + l)/SO(m) of the special orthogonal group SO(m + 1) and 
its compact subgroup SO(m) leaving the northpole of Sz fixed. The 
Lie algebra eo(m + 1) decomposes into the direct sum so(m + 1) = 
t, + so(m), where so(m) is the Lie algebra of SO(m) as a subgroup 
of SO(m + 1) and h is of dimension m. Let Xl ,..., Xmtm+i) l2 be a 
basis of eo(m + l), where Xl ,..., X, is a basis of h. There exists 
a neighbourhood U of the northpole such that the composition of 
the natural mapping 7~ of SO(m + 1) into SO(m + l)/SO(m) with the 
exponential mapping exp of eo(m + 1) restricted to h into SO(m + 1) 
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leads to the mapping v : 7~ oexp(xlX, + **a + xmXm) +- (xi,..., x”), 
which is with U a chart on Sz. Therefore there exists a finite set of 
gi E SO(m + l), i E 1, such that the open sets gi U = {Q; q = g, p, p E U} 
together with the mappings vi = ngi exp constitute an atlas 
u = {(Ui,qwEI} on 52 satisfying (E). If f is a differentiable 
function on Q and if one identifies X, ,..., Xm(m+1),2 with the vector 
fields on Sz induced by them (compare Helgason [9, p. 112]), there 
are uij E C”“(UJ such that 
The spaces @T-i Sj are invariant under the vector fields 
x 1 ,**-, -Ldm+l) 12 and satisfy the Bernstein-type inequality (see 
Ragozin [15, 161) 
where the constant d depends only on the choice of the basis. By 
(5.4) we deduce from this inequality the local Bernstein inequality 
in the desired form (B) for each I E N. Thus 9 is a Jackson-Bernstein 
system on Q and Theorem 6 leads to 
THEOREM 8. Let U be utl atlas of the m-sphere Q satisfying (E). 
If E,(f) denotes the best approximation off by linear combinations of 
spherical harmonics of degree <s, then the following expressions are 
equivalent normsfor the space Lip(w, , r), 0 < N < r, where ma(t) = tn: 
(k -=c 4, 
(k > 4, 
(0 < o( - k < t’), 
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We shall now relate this result to another approach to the estimation 
of ES(f) on the m-sphere using spherical means. If p denotes a fixed 
point on Q, one can write the points p’ of a, asp’ = cos Sp + sin 6q, 
where q E 1;2,-, is perpendicular to p and 0 < 6 < 7~. Let do,-, be 
the surface element of Q,_, and zl,-i its volume. Consider the 
spherical means 
S,f(p) = v;yl 1, 
111 
-If(~~~ Sp + sin W dOm-dq) (54 
of f~ C(Q). The corresponding operator is a positive, linear, and 
bounded one (0 < 6 < 7~) from C(Q) to itself with norm one. 
Moreover, the vector-valued function 6 -+ S,f is strongly continuous 
with s-lim,,,, SJ = S,,f = f. Defining the operators 
Lsf = 2m 8-2[Sg - I]f, 
where I is the identity, and 
Lf = s4irlL,f, (5.7) 
if this limit exists, one can show that the latter operator is closed. 
The domain of L, namely D(L), is a Banach space under the norm 
iif I/D(L) = iif 11 + iI Lf iI* (54 
If L’ denotes the usual Laplacian on G(Q) and f E C2(Q), then one 
can show by an expansion into spherical harmonics that Lf is equal 
to L’f (see Berens, Butzer, and Pawelke [l, p. 2421); furthermore, 
if C2(Q) is normed by 11 f 11 + 11 L’f 11, then D(L) provided with the 
norm (5.8) turns out to be the completion of this space. Therefore, 
instead of L’, we define L to be the Laplacian on D. Let us study the 
K-functional interpolating between C(Q) and D(L). If f E D(L), then 
(see Butzer, Berens, and Pawelke [l, pp. 236-2381) 
S,f - f = r: sinl-” 7 s: sinm-1 v S,,Lf dv dr. 
Thus, if one defines 
(5.9) 
44f, S> = O:“,pis IVU - I)f IL (5.10) 
it follows for 0 -=zz S < 7r/2 and f E D(L) that 
Gif, 3 < c~211-cfII, (5.11) 
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where c = supoCtGlrlz t-= JA sirPm r Ji sin+-l v dv dr. If n/2 < u < z-, 
we divide the integral in (5.9) into two parts, giving 
s,f - f = f,” sinl--nZ T j: sin-l v S&f dv dr 
+ S:,, sinl+ 7 1: sin--l v SJf dv dr = II + 1, . 
An expansion into spherical harmonics shows that Lf is orthogonal 
to the constant functions. Hence, in view of the identity 
I n sinm-1 vS,( 1 - Lf) dv = 0, 0 
Ia=- u 
s 
n 
sid+ 7 
n/a I 
sin”-’ vSJf dv dr. 
7 
This gives 
[I S, f - f 11 < 12 n,w~GI t-z (/“’ sinl-m T 1’ sin+l v dv d7 
0 0 
+ I:,, sidem 7 lw sinnz-l v dv d7) 11 Lf 11 
7 
for z-r/2 < u < 7~, and thus (5.11) is valid for 0 < 6 < r with some 
other constant c.~ 
Hence, by the standard pattern (compare Butzer and Berens 
P, P. 1931) 
4&f, S) < ~1 W, f, C(Q), D(L)). 
On the other hand, putting ~(6, v) = sinm-l v Jf sir-Pm T d7, 
(5.12) 
fi = j; ~(6 4 Svf dvlj.1 Y(& 4 dv 
fi =f -f2, 
then llfi II < 4&f, 9, and by (5.9) II Lfi II r II %f - f II/$ Y@, v) dv 
for 0 < 6 < ~~12. Hence one obtains for these S 
K(P, f, C(Q), D(L)) < GPz ilf II + w(hfp s)l. (5.13) 
3 The estimation (5.11) for r/2 < 6 Q P is due to P. Chernoff-D. L. Ragozin, 
(1969, unpublished). 
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If 7r/2 < S < z-, one observes that 
K(a2,f, C(Q), D(L)) < 4K((W27f, C(Q), W)), 
and applies (5.13) to the right side of this inequality noting the 
monotonicity of w(S,f, S) to conclude that (5.13) holds for 0 < S < rr. 
From (5.12), (5.13), and the corresponding property for 
K(h2S2, f, C(Q), W)), one deduces the existence of a constant c 
(independent off) such that 
4&f, S) < c m=(l, WS2 Ilf II + 4&f, S)l (A > 0). (5.14) 
Using methods of Diafarov [S] this leads to a generalization of a 
theorem of his in the sense that we compute E,(f) by the modulus 
o(S,f, S) itself, whereas he estimates E,(f) under the restriction 
m = 2 and w(S,f, S) < crw(S), 0 < S < 7~, where w(S) has to satisfy 
S-%J(S) < c2t-“w(t), 0 < t < s < 7r, 0 < a! < 2. 
THEOREM 9. There exists a constant c such that for ewery f e C(Q) 
E,(f) < c[(s + IF2 Ilf II + 4s + I)-‘,f, m (5.15) 
Proof. Let K,(t) b e an even positive trigonometric polynomial of 
degree s. Then it follows easily by Lemma 5 that Jo Js(( p, 4)) f(q) do(q) 
is an element of 0: a Zi , where js(( p, q)) = J,(cos t) = K8(t) and 
(p, q) = cos t = fy=:’ xiyi withp = (9 ,..., z~+l), q = ( y1 ,..., y”+l). 
Introducing polar coordinates one has 
j-, J,(<P, tz)) f (a) do(q) = G-, ,: G(t) &f(~‘) sinl”-~ t dt. 
Thus, if we put I$ = J; K,(t) sinm-l t dt, then 
1 VJ~~I 1, J~(<P, 4)) f (4) do(q) - f(P) 1 G c, ,I K(t) w(t,f, 4 sin’+’ t dt. 
Applying (5.14) one obtains 
E,(f) < cl [ 1 + C,(S + 1)2 1: Kd(t)t2 sin+l t dt] 
x [(s + 1F2 Ilf II + 4s + l)-l,f, m 
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Now choose K,(t) = (sin s’t/2/ sin t/2)2(*+1), where s’ = [s/(m + l)] + 1 
([u] is the greatest integer less than u). Then K,(t) is an even 
trigonometric polynomial of degree s such that 
c,(s + 1)2 1,” Ks(t)t2 sinme t dt = O(1) (s --+ co). 
From this theorem one concludes 
THEOREM 10. If f E D(L’), them exists a constant c(r) independent 
off such that 
E,(f) d c(r)@ +1)-2’[(s + I)-“(llfll + IIWll> + 4s + l>“J% 91. (5.16) 
Proof. If we set 
TSf = 1: K,(t)&f sin’+l t dt/jF I&(t) sin+’ t dt, 
0 
where K,(t) is defined in the proof of the preceding theorem, we may 
define the operator 
T,., = -(I - T,)++l + I. 
Clearly, Tp.,$f is an element of &,, Xi , and by (5.15) 
Ilf - T,,J II = IV - TJ’f - T,(I - T$f II 
d c[llQ - T,Yf II (s + I>-” + 4s + 1)-l, (I- TJ’f, S>l. 
An expansion into spherical harmonics shows that for f E D(L) 
L(I - T,)+f = (I - T,)‘Lf, 
and thus by (5.11) 
Ilf - T,.,f II d c’b + 1)F2 ll(I - TZf II + 6 + IF2 ll(I - T,)+Lf III. 
Continuing this process one obtains 
E,(f) < W(s + I)-“[(S + 1)-2 (Ilf II + i IILYII) + 4s + I)-‘,L% S)] * 
i=l 
It can be deduced from Lemma 4.15 in Butzer, Berens, and Pawelke 
[I, p. 2311 that there exists a constant d such that 
IlLf II ,< dll WI. 
Hence CIS1 IILyll < d’IIL’f/l and (5.16) is proved. 
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As mentioned above, the operator L is an extension of the usual 
Laplacian L’ which is a second order differential operator on G(Q). 
Thus, if Ps~ &,%i, by the Bernstein-type inequalities there 
exists a constant d such that 
II LP, II < 4s + 1)’ II p, II. 
Since the finite dimensional linear spaces &, Xi are invariant 
under the operators S, , and hence under L, one concludes 
IPPS II G d’fs + 1)” II p.5 117 
and obtains the Bernsteinian 
THEOREM 11. If I&(f) = O(s- (2r+or)), 0 < a < 2, then f E D(O) 
and SU~,,<~~~ S-%+3, Ly, S) < co. 
A proof is omitted since all steps are similar to the classical ones. 
The function ~(6, f, S) leads to the following: 
DEFINITION. Let w E H, . A function f E D(L’) belongs to the space 
Lip:(w) if s~p~<~&o~(S, -W W.491 < ~0.~ 
It can be shown that Lip;(w) is a Banach space under the norm 
Moreover, Theorems 8, 10, 11, and (5.17) imply 
THEOREM 12. Let w(t) = W=(t) = t”, 0 < 01 < 2. Then to each II 
satisfring (E) there exist constants cl(r, cy, II), c2(y, ‘Y, U) such that 
Cl lIfllZ.wa.2 G lllf IIIc.w. G c2 llfll&0,.2 * (5.18) 
That is, the spaces Lip’Jw,) and 1 ip”‘(w& , 2) are equal with equivalent 
norms. 
COROLLARY 6. Let f be a continuous function on Sz. f E Lipi( 
0 < a < 1 (respectively, 0 -C 01 < 2), if and only iffor every choice of 
vector fields X, ,..., X2,. the function X, --- X,,f belongs to Lip(w., 1) 
(respectively Lip(w, , 2)). 
4 In view of (5.12) and (5.13) an equivalent definition of this space could be given in 
terms of the functional K(P,f, D(Lr), D(L*+l)), instead of through w(S*,L% S). 
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By (5.18) and Corollary 6 we obtained a characterization of a global 
nature for the Lipschitz spaces Lipzr(ua , 2), 0 < u < 2, and 
Lip2T(w, l), 0 < (y. < 1, which are defined locally. It would be of 
interest to characterize them by properties of the modulus function 
%W, 9 = suPo<Ugs Il(&4 - WII, r 2 2. 0 ne way to obtain such a 
characterization would be by using Jackson and Bernstein-type 
theorems as has been considered here. But the authors could not 
follow the proof of Diafarov’s [8] Jackson-type theorem using 
w,(6,f, S) for r > 1, nor could they prove a theorem corresponding 
to Theorem 3 for the K-functional interpolating between D(Lk) and 
D(Lk+r) in case r 2 2. 
Finally we remark that the results established for the unit m-sphere 
can also be shown for arbitrary compact homogeneous spaces. 
These questions and the treatment of certain approximation processes 
on compact manifolds will be considered in a further paper. 
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